Taking HPN into The Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness
Entry Point Brule Lake
Boundary Waters Canoe Area: Brule Lake
McMahill’s M.A.S.H.
Dave’s PVC frame with cup hook to keep bag upright
Start and stop supplies for each TPN bagged and labeled.
Inside the HPN tent
Bass sure was tasty with blueberry pancakes!
De-beeping high upon the hill
A nice backrest...
CALAMITIES!

- The wilderness may present many opportunities to test one’s resilience!
Such “opportunities” require emotional preparation for the unexpected!

* do not panic

* discern whether this is something I can solve or whether we just need to get out of here (if possible)!
The case of the pump that died unexpectedly
The case of the

Unplanned bath
And the case of the Cracked Hickman (gasp!)
HALT!! My territory!!
There are many reasons we love the wilderness

Here are a few
Yes, we love going to the wilderness...
Thanks to Anne, Tyler, Chris, all the Coram staff, and Dr. Kelly and the Mayo team who keep us on the move!

Dave and Jane McMahill
September 2009
Continuing thanks to the amazing TPN Team at Mayos, the ever-patient CORAM team, and the enthusiastic staff of Oley for on-going support to bring beauty to our souls!

Dave and Jane McMahill, 2017